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Lincoln, Abraham (1809–1865)
What kind of leader does a country need in a time of war? 

Abraham Lincoln was president during the Civil War. He led 
with steady courage. He gave hope to those around him.

Lincoln was born in Kentucky in 1809. He grew up in Indiana. Then he 
moved to Illinois. Lincoln split fence rails, ran a store, and delivered mail. 
He spent his spare time reading. Soon, he began studying law. 
 
Lincoln became a lawyer. People liked him for his honesty and fairness. 
He often told funny stories to support his cases. But his friends and 
family noticed he was melancholy, or sad, his whole life. This was 
because Lincoln suffered from depression. It was not a well-known 
disease at the time. There wasn’t much anyone could do. If he was 
alive today, Lincoln could have asked for help. Instead, he turned to hard work to get through the sadness.

In the United States at that time, Black people were held in slavery. Slavery is the treatment of 
humans as property. Most people who were enslaved lived in the South. They were not free.

The country was rapidly expanding. People argued about slavery spreading to new states. Lincoln believed that 
this argument over slavery would hurt the country. “A house divided against itself cannot stand,” he said. 
 
Lincoln spoke against slavery’s growth. He got national attention. In 1860, he ran for president and won.

Southern states began to secede, or leave, the Union. They believed that Lincoln would end slavery. Lincoln 
believed that states did not have the right to secede. 
 
The Civil War began. A civil war is a war between groups within a country. The Civil War between the Northern 
and the Southern states lasted four years. 
 
Lincoln wanted to save the Union. He chose Ulysses S. Grant to lead the army. Grant defeated the Confederate 
armies. 
 
Lincoln reached another goal. On January 1, 1863, he issued the Emancipation Proclamation. It freed everyone 
who was enslaved in the South. 
 
Lincoln wanted Southern states to peacefully rejoin the Union. He wanted them treated “with malice [hate] 
toward none; with charity for all . . .” 
 
But Lincoln was shot on April 14, 1865. He died the next day. His death prevented a smooth shift from war to 
peace. 
 
President Lincoln’s words in his famous Gettysburg address—“a new birth of freedom”—still came true for the 
United States. 
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EXPLORE MORE BIOGRAPHIES:

TCI users have access to more than 100 biographies of historical figures.
Sign in at www.teachtci.com to access the entire collection.

Reflect:

1. Describe one accomplishment of this president.

2. What was one lasting impact of this president’s time in office?

3. What is one question you have about this president? How could you research this question?
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